We present an outdoor mobile robot that learns to avoid collisions by observing a human driver operate a vehicle which is equipped with sensors that continuously produce a map of the local environment. We have implemented steering control that models the human behavior in trying to avoid obstacles while trying to follow a desired path. We present the formulation for steering control and its independent parameters, and then show how these parameters can be automatically estimated by observing a human driver. The result is a system that can learn to be careful, giving wide berth to obstacles, or aggressive, getting very close to obstacles, while driving at speeds up to 4 m/sec.
Introduction
We are interested in high speed operation of an outdoor mobile robot whose task is to follow a path nominally clear of obstacles, but not guaranteed to be so. Such a case is necessary for outdoor patrolling applications where a mobile robot must travel over potentially great distances without relying on structure such as beacons and lane markings. In addition to avoiding obstacles, it is important that the vehicle stays on the designated route as much as possible. While the problem of detecting obstacles is itself challenging, here we consider issues related to collision avoidance while following a designated path given that the robot can detect obstacles in front of the vehicle in sufficient time to react to them.
Steering between obstacles is a difficult task, because good paths defy description by simple geometric constructs. Car-like vehicles, with a non-holonomic constraint, are limited in their capability to steer, especially at high speeds where vehicle dynamics are a factor. We have implemented a model of collision avoidance that is based on studies with human subjects avoiding obstacles (1), (2) . The model proposed by Fajen and Warren is attractive because it produces smooth paths and is fast to compute. A downside of this model is that there are a large number of parameters that must be adjusted, such as those that control the influence of obstacles and the goal with respect to distance from the vehicle, etc. The values of these parameters and their relation to each other are critical to the effectiveness of the algorithm. Poor choices can lead to high oscillation, while slightly sub-optimal choices function sufficiently except in cluttered environments. These gains have typically been set by hand over a large number of trials until the performance looks right. Here we present a method for automatically learning the parameters that can be used to instantiate the model motivated by Fajen and Warren. Learning occurs by observing human driving with varying styles (careful/agressive) in varying clutter (sparse/dense). The parameters extracted were used to control our robot in sparsely and densely populated environments.
Related Work
Fajen and Warren's model was implemented on an indoor robot (1; 2), but the operation was simple -only a small number of point obstacles were considered and a single goal was specified. In contrast we would like our robot to drive outdoors at high speeds where it might encounter various configurations of obstacles, and since we would like the robot to track a specific path, the goal will move continuously. Recently Huang, et al., have used a modified version of the model proposed by Fajen and Warren that is geared towards obstacle avoidance using a monocular camera (3) . Since range to obstacles can not be measured directly, the width of obstacles (segmented in the image) is used instead of the distance. The authors report results with an indoor robot moving at 0.7 m/s.
There has been quite a lot of attention to learning as applied to mobile robots. Typically "learning" applies to perception as in learning a map of the environment (4) or learning a classification of the terrain given image or range data (5; 6). In a few cases learning is applied to the control itself as in a vehicle that learns to follow roads based on on-board video cameras while a human drives (7). We are not aware of other work where the robot learns to avoid obstacles based on observation of a human driver.
Approach
In (2), Fajen and Warren present an obstacle avoidance method based on experiments on how humans avoid obstacles. They formulate a reactive model based on attraction to a goal and repulsion from obstacles to command a steering acceleration. We have adapted this model to a path following situation with many obstacles. We now present the model and the parameters to be learned.
Control Model
For our application, a desired path is given. The robot must track the path while deviating for obstacles. We set a goal point to be a fixed distance along the path from the vehicle's current location, like a dangling carrot. This goal point attracts the agent's heading. The attraction increases as the angle to the goal increases, yielding the goal attraction function (called MFW for modified Fajen/Warren):
) is the angle to the goal. Similarly, each obstacle repulses the agent's heading. The repulsion increases with decreasing angle and decreasing distance. It should also increase when an obstacle comes between the vehicle and the goal. Then for each obstacle, there is a repulsion function: Figure 1 : A diagram illustrating the distance and angle terms used in the MFW control law. We consider the vehicle's position to be the center of the rear axle, so all distances are measured from that point.
d o is the distance to the obstacle. (φ−ψ o ) is the angle to the obstacle. For the last term, we draw a vector from the vehicle to the goal point. An obstacle's repulsion is increased in proportion to its distance, d gv , to that vector. An obstacle on the vector (and thus in the vehicle's way) has a much higher weight. k o , c 3 , c 4 , and c 5 are constant parameters.
These attractions and repulsions are summed together (assuming a superposition holds) to get an angular velocity command. The result is the control law:
We are left with five constant terms in the control law, which can be expressed in a 5-tupleū = (k g , k o , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 ). See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the terms used in the MFW control law.
Advantages of MFW
Since our goal is to produce a robot which drives like a person, Fajen and Warren's approach is a natural choice. They have already shown that with the right parameters their model can imitate operator paths, which means our goal is an attainable one. Also, the vehicle is controlled in steering space, rather than with position commands. This ensures that the resulting path tracked by the vehicle is smooth, and also removes the threat of unachievable positions due to dynamic constraints. Finally, computation is linear in the number of obstacles, and is thus very quick.
Speed Control
Fajen and Warren found that most subjects walked at a constant pace, so they did not explore speed control. However, our robot travels at a maximum of 4 meters per second. in the middle represents a moving goal point which slides along the desired path. The vehicle is drawn large to make its heading clear to the driver, but each obstacle is conservatively expanded in each direction by the length of the vehicle to ensure collision-free operation. A collision only occurs when the representative point of the vehicle intersects the "grown" obstacles.
It is unreasonable to assume the robot can thread a path through dense obstacles at that speed. Therefore, we constructed a speed control function based on the obstacle's distance and angle:
Vehicle Characteristics
All data collection and testing were performed on a modified all-terrain vehicle (ATV), as shown in Fig. 2 . Obstacles were detected using data fused from two laser range finders, one fixed horizontally, and the other arranged vertically panning back and forth to cover the road. Ground truth was provided by a pose estimation system, which uses the global position system (GPS) combined with motion data from an on-board inertial measurement unit (IMU), with a base station to provide two-centimeter accuracy.
We identified the steering actuator dynamics in order to improve the model of the controlled steering angle θ. The steering response to a step command was used in order to fit the parameters. The vehicle's steering actuator in contact with the ground behaves like a second-order system with delay. The identified parameters of the unit-mass spring-damper system areθ
t delay = 0.2s
Search for parameters
Tuning the set of parametersū by hand using intuition is tedious and difficult. In the following section we outline a method to automatically determine the parameters based on a driver's behavior steering the robot.
Problem setup
A human subject drives the robot and tries to follow a path while avoiding obstacles. The path is replaced by a virtual goal point at a distance ahead of the current position as mentioned in Section 3.1. Data about the goal point, the obstacles, and the driven path are recorded and used to determine the unknowns of the described control model. First we segment the path, and then optimize the parameters to match the subject's path. The input to the control model and human subject at any point in time is a goal point p g and a set of obstacles O defined as points in the x-y plane of the vehicle. A subject drives the robot only looking at a monitor which displays the virtual goal point and the relevant obstacles, not looking up to see the true location of obstacles ahead. Fig. 3 shows the only information available to the operator. The vehicle is in the upper left corner with several obstacles near it and the black goal diamond in the lower right corner.
The pose estimation system collects information about the driven path at a rate of 100Hz. A pose data point contains X-Y position, heading, velocity, and angular velocity. The difference between two path segments is used to optimize the parameter setū. P s is a recorded path segment while P t was generated from a parameter setū.
We recorded twelve paths driven by an operator through dense and sparse obstacle configurations with two distinct driving styles to use as training data. Examples of these styles are in Fig. 4 . A careful driving style avoids obstacles conservatively with a large clearance, while an aggressive style attempts to follow the path closely and has only a small clearance to obstacles. Summarizing, these are the four distinct classes of behavior:
• Careful driving through We assume that each class will emphasize a different behavior. Therefore, we determine different parameters for each class. Since a path contains segments with different driving behavior, it is necessary to select path segments with sufficient information to learn the control model. Examples are pure goal following on a straight line segment, goal following in a curve, and obstacle avoidance. The obstacle avoidance terms of the control model cannot be learned for the first two types, because obstacles are irrelevant in these cases. The training and test cases that match the third type were selected manually.
It is nevertheless possible to select and verify the relevant path segments automatically using the angular velocity of the vehicle. The goal point varies smoothly at some distance ahead on the path and unless there is a jump in the position of the goal point the angular velocity of the vehicle will be low. Therefore, high angular velocity is a strong indicator of obstacle avoidance behavior.
Finding optimal parameters
There are two choices of metrics to optimize the set of parametersū. One could optimize the model directly, minimizing the error between recorded effective angular velocityφ m and angular velocityφ M F W set by the control law. Since it is direct it potentially can match the behavior of the human perfectly. However this metric is sensitive to noisy measurements and does not generalize well from multiple data points. Unless the difference between angular velocities is zero the error accumulates over time to produce undesirable paths.
Alternatively, we learn the set of parameters which best match the path segments for given driving styles. By minimizing path-point error we allow angular velocity to differ but ensure the robot's behavior imitates the driver.
We use path segments with obstacle avoidance behavior to train the parameters of our control model. Given a setū of parameters, we generate a path P t = {q i = (k i , l i )|i = 1..n} with the same n number of points as the training path segment P s , which contains regularly sampled points in the plane. P s = {p i = (x i , y i )|i = 1..n}.
The error between the two paths is defined as the Euclidean distance between each point pair as shown in Fig. 5 :
Consequently, the total error minimized between two path segments is
Since we assume that one set of parameters works in a number of cases for one class of behavior, we minimize the error of the parameter set for a number of path segments. Over m segments, the optimization procedure minimizes the combined error term
The path P t is generated from a forward simulation of the steering behavior of the robot. The differential equations are integrated using the first-order Newton-Euler method. Since the length of the path and velocities are not controlled in this model, we use the recorded speeds to ensure P t has the same length as the training path P s . The equations which are evaluated and integrated are as follows:
The desired angular velocity iṡ
The desired steering angle given the translational velocity v and the vehicle length l is
This angle is then used in the second order model
to determine the curvature κ = tan(θ) l which is used to update the position along an arc.
The relationship between the set of parametersū and the resulting paths is non-linear with many local minima. We address this problem using a two-step optimization process. First we repeatedly choose a random set of parameters, each in the range from 0 to 10. This range was determined from prior experience with hand-tuning the parameters. If a new set of parameters has a lower error, δ, than any of the ten best sets of parameters so far, it is kept as one of the ten best. We then apply a nonlinear least squares procedure ten times, with the previous best parameter sets as the initial guesses. The optimized parameter set with the lowest residual is chosen as the best parameter set. The influence of local minima is illustrated in Fig. 6 . As the number of random guesses increases the error of the matching parameter set decreases. There is no improvement in fitting beyond 2000 random guesses, but to be conservative we chose 5000 as our maximum number of initial random guesses.
Results
The best parameter sets for the four categories as well as the hand-tuned parameters are shown in Table 1 . In the first column, we see the goal weight is higher for the dense parameter sets, AD and CD. There are more obstacles in the dense situations; the goal has more to overcome to lead the vehicle down the path, and thus needs a higher weight. The aggressive parameter sets, AS and AD, have very low goal-vector weights (shown in the last column). This results in low obstacle weights in general, and thus lower obstacle repulsions. We will review the parameters further in the subsections below.
We tested the five parameter sets (four categories and hand-tuned) on the ATV with a maximum speed of 4 meters per second on a path with new obstacle situations, both sparse and dense. The results are displayed in Figs. 7 through 9.
Careful Settings
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the paths of the vehicle driven using the MFW control law with the careful/sparse and careful/dense parameter sets, respectively. The careful/sparse set performs well in the sparse obstacle configuration, giving wide berth with low oscillation. However, the obstacle weight k o is too low for the system to navigate the vehicle through the dense configuration. The low weights from the obstacles cancel each other, and the system is forced to stop the vehicle before a collision occurs. The system using the careful/dense parameter set swings the vehicle wide around every obstacle (Fig. 7(b) ). This nearly causes a collision in the dense obstacle configuration, but the system does track a path safely around all obstacles. The system also safely avoids obstacles in a sparse configuration, but with large oscillations. This is caused by the large goal and obstacle weights, k g and k o , which result in large steering angles.
Aggressive Settings
The system using the aggressive/sparse parameter set does not properly avoid many obstacles ( Fig. 8(a) ). Note the large angle decay, c 4 , and the distance decay, c 3 , which is double that of every other set. This means an obstacle has virtually no repulsion until the vehicle is very close and headed directly at it. We believe the aggressive/sparse training set does not contain enough information for the system to adequately learn the vehicle's relationship to the obstacles. Perhaps more training data sets are required, or perhaps the operator's driving is simply too aggressive. Fig. 8(b) shows that the system using the aggressive/dense parameter set is quite aggressive with the dense obstacles, but does track a safe path. In the sparse obstacle configuration, the system steers the vehicle through the narrow passage between the two obstacles rather than going around. Like the careful/dense parameters, the AD set has a high goal weight. After turning hard to narrowly avoid an obstacle, the system turns the vehicle back hard to follow the goal. This behavior is noticeable as oscillation in the tracked paths.
Comparison to Hand-Tuned
Before beginning this work, we used a set of hand-tuned parameters on the vehicle. These parameters were adjusted over a period of several months.
In Table 1 , note the small decays c 3 and c 4 in the hand-tuned parameters. This allows obstacles to have sufficient repulsions despite the low obstacle weight k o . Fig. 9(right) shows the system steering the vehicle safely around the sparse obstacles. However, the low decays tend to give obstacles similar repulsions regardless of distance or angle. This is a problem in dense configurations, shown in Fig. 9(left) , since obstacles multiple meters away could cancel obstacles very close to the vehicle.
The dense parameter sets, AD and CD, perform better than the hand-tuned parameters in terms of obstacle avoidance. The system using either of these two sets can navigate safely through both dense and sparse obstacle configurations, while it gets stuck using the hand-tuned parameters. The hand-tuned set does result in relatively low oscillation, but that is a secondary consideration.
Also, the CS parameter set handles sparse obstacle configurations more efficiently than the hand-tuned set, giving similar berth around the obstacles, but with less oscillation. Equipped with a method of determining the density of visible obstacles, it would be better to use the categorized parameter sets in their appropriate environment than to use the hand-tuned set in all situations.
Conclusions
We have presented a method for learning the parameters for an obstacle avoidance system by comparing simulated paths from the system to operator-driven paths. We identified four categories of driving, based on density of the obstacles and desired aggressiveness of the system, and learned a set of parameters for each category. With the exception of the aggressive/sparse parameters, each parameter set was better than the hand-tuned set for use in its own category.
Furthermore, this method can easily be adapted to learn parameters for any obstacle avoidance algorithm with a similar goal and obstacle data format. For a reactive algorithm, we have shown how to produce a simulated path to compare against the operator-driven paths. For a path-planning algorithm, it should be trivial to compare the two paths directly.
One area in which our method can be improved is the selection of training data. Our results were from hand-selected path segments. To truly generalize the results, a more thorough cross-validation process is required. In Section 4, we suggested a method to automatically choose relevant path segments. However, we have yet to implement it.
In order to use these parameter sets, the system needs an online method to classify instantaneous obstacle configurations as dense or sparse. This is another area of future work.
Finally, we believe oscillation could be reduced by introducing an additional metric during the training process. Such a metric would penalize frequent steering angle changes between path points.
